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Assignment No. 1

Title of Assignment
Create a class named weather report that holds a daily weather report with data members
day_of_month, hightemp, lowtemp, amount of rainfall and amount of snow. The constructor
initializes the fields with default values 99 for day_of_month, 999 for hightemp,-999 for low
temp and 0 for amount_rain and amount_snow. Include a function that prompts the user and sets a
value for each field so that you can override the default values. Write a menu driven C++
program with options to enter data and display monthly weather report.
Relevant Theory
Class: Class is a data type based on which objects are created. Objects with similar properties and
methods are grouped together to form a Class. Thus a Class represents a set of individual objects.
No memory is allocated when a class is created. Memory is allocated only when an object is
created, i.e., when an instance of a class is created.
Data members
A data member has a name and a data type. It holds a value of that particular type.
Access specifier of the data member may be private, public or protected.
private member can only be read, written, or called by a member function of that class.
private members of a class are hidden to all except the member functions of that class.
public members are visible and accessible to everybody.
Member functions
These are functions which are considered part of the object and are declared in the class
definition. They are often referred to as methods of the class.

Syntax of Class
class ClassName
{
private:
data type data member 1;
.
.
data type data member n;
public:
return type member function name 1(data type argument1, …………, data type argument n);
.
.
return type member function name n(data type argument1, …………, data type argument n);
};
Example 1
class Circle
{
// class name
private:
double radius;
// Data members (variables)
string color;
public:
double getRadius(); // Member functions
double getArea();
};
Example 2
class student
{
private:
char name[30];
char grade;
public:
void read();
void disp();
};
Object: It is a collection of data members and associated member functions also known as
methods. Objects are identified by its unique name. An object represents a particular
instance of a class. Each instance of an object can hold its own relevant data.
Syntax to create Object
Class name name of object;
Ex. Student s;

Syntax to access data member
Object name. data member name;
Ex. s.rno
Syntax to access member function
Object name. member function name;
Ex. s.read();
Constructor: Constructors are used to initialize the variables of the object. It can be called
automatically whenever a new object of the class is created. It is a member function which
initializes a class. Constructor has the same name as the class itself
General Syntax of Constructor
Constructor name( data type Arg1, data type Arg2);
{
Arg1 = initial value1;
Arg2 = initial value2;

}
Example:
class rectangle
{
private:
float height, width;
int xpos, ypos;
public:
rectangle(float, float); // constructor
void draw();
// draw member function
void posn(int, int);
// position member function
void move(int, int);
// move member function
};
rectangle :: rectangle(float h, float w)
{
height = h;
width = w;
xpos = 0;
ypos = 0;
}

Features of C++
1. Data Hiding – The property of hiding the implementation details from the user is called
as Data Hiding.
2. Encapsulation- The single unit which wraps the data members and member functions is
called as Encapsulation.
3. Polymorphism – The ability to use poly (many) forms of functions or operators is called
as polymorphism.
Ex. void add(int a);
int add(int a, int b);
Overloading of same function with different arguments and return type is called as function
overloading.
4. Inheritance – The ability to share or transfer the properties ( Data Members and Member
Functions) is called as Inheritance.
5. Message Passing – Communication between two classes can be made with the help of
method is called as message passing
Difference between C++ & C
Feature
Language
Approach
Inheritance
Polymorphism
Reusability

C
Procedure Oriented
Language
Top Down Approach
No
No
No

C++
Object Oriented
Language
Bottom Up Approach
Yes
Yes
Yes

Algorithm
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Start
Display Menu for
a) Data entry for weather details
b) Display of weather report.
c) Exit
Read the user choice
If choice is for a) Data entry for weather details then, get the data from user for year, month,
low temperature, high temperature, snowfall and amount of rainfall for the day entered by
user.
If choice is for a) Data entry for weather details then, get the data from user for year, month,
low temperature, high temperature, snowfall and amount of rainfall for the day entered by
user.

6.

7.

If choice is for b) Display of weather report then display weather report information for day,
high temperature, low temperature, amount of rain, amount of snow fall for the month and
year as given by user.
Calculate average values for high temperature, low temperature, amount of rain fall and
amount of snow fall as given below
For i= 1 to no_days for the given month
{
sum_htemp=sum_htemp+htemp;
sum_ltemp=sum_ltemp+ltemp;
sum_rainfall=sum_rainfall+rainfall;
sum_snowfall=sum_snowfall+snowfall;
}
Avg_htemp=sum_htemp/nodays
Avg_ltemp=sum_ltemp/nodays
Avg_rain=sum_rainfall/nodays
Avg_snow=sum_snowfall/nodays
Display the average values for htemp,ltemp, rainfall and snowfall..

8.

If choice is c) then exit from the program.

Class diagram
Weather
int year;
int month;
int day;
float amt_rain;
float amt_snow;
float htemp;
float ltemp;
weather();
getdata(int *,int *);
getweatherdetails(int);
displayweatherdetails();
average(weather *a);

Mathematical Modeling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I={ I1, I2}
Where I1={ 99,999,-999,0,0} € I (Integer)
I2={year, month, dayofmonth, htemp ,ltemp, rainfall, snowfall }
Where year, month, dayofmonth € I (Integer)
htemp, ltemp, rainfall, snowfall € R (Real)
O={ year, month, dayofmonth, htemp ,ltemp, rainfall, snowfall }
s={F1,F2}
F1: Default values, I2  I1
F2: Object Creation, I2 I2
Fo={F6}
Frf ={F3,F4,F5}
where
F3 - Checkyrmthday
F4 - Getweatherdetails
F5- Dispweatherdetails where f6: OI2
F6 - Average

State Diagram
Fme

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for whether data entered by user is valid or not.
Check for overriding of default values
Check for display of values for the respective fields as per the format of monthly weather
report given.
Input
Enter user choice to perform the specified operation related to weather data entry and display
of weather report.
Get the data from user for weather details for year, month, day, low temperature, high
temperature, rain fall and snow fall.
Output
Display of monthly weather details report for day, rain fall, low temperature, high
temperature, snow fall and their average value for the year and month specified by user.

FAQS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are features of C++?
What is difference in C & C++?
Differentiate between class and object.
What is syntax of Class?
What is use of constructor?

Conclusion: Performed the operations of getting the data from user for weather related data and
performed the operations of average on the user data entered and displayed monthly weather
report by overriding the default values of the data members using default constructor.

Assignment No. 2
Title of Assignment: A book shop maintains the inventory of books that are being sold at the
shop. The list includes details such as author, title, price, publisher and stock position. Whenever
a customer wants a book, the sales person inputs the title and author and the system searches the
list and displays whether it is available or not. If it is not, an appropriate message is displayed. If
it is, then the system displays the book details and requests for the number of copies required. If
the requested copies book details and requests for the number of copies required. If the requested
copies are available, the total cost of the requested copies is displayed; otherwise the message
“Required copies not in stock” is displayed. Design a system using a class called books with
suitable member functions and constructors. Use new operator in constructors to allocate memory
space required. Implement C++ program for the system.
Relevant Theory
Constructor: It is a member function of the class, with the name of the function being the same
as the class name. The main use of constructors is to initialize objects. The function of
initialization is automatically carried out by the use of a special member function called a
constructor when an object is created.
General Syntax of Constructor
Constructor name( data type Arg1, data type Arg2);
{
Arg1 = initial value1;
Arg2 = initial value2;

}
A constructor function is different from an ordinary function in the following aspects:





The name of the constructor is the same as the class name.
Constructor has no return type Hence, no return statement is allowed inside the
constructor’s body.
Constructor can only be invoked once to initialize the instance constructed. You
cannot call the constructor afterwards in your program.
Constructors are not inherited.

Types of constructor
There are several forms in which a constructor can take its shape namely:
1. Default Constructor
2. Parameterized Constructors
3. Copy constructor

Default constructor: It is a constructor with no parameters, or having default values for all the
parameters.
class Circle
// class name
{
private:
double radius;
// Data members (variables)
string color;
public:
double getRadius(); // Member functions
double getArea();
circle (void)
// Default Constructor
{ radius =0.0; }
}
Parameterized Constructor: Instead of initializing the private data members inside the body of
the constructor, Parameters can be passed to the constructor function in-order to initialize the
members of the object as given below.
Circle(double r = 1.0, string c = "red")
{
radius = r;
color = c;
}
Copy Constructor: A copy constructor constructs a new object by copying an existing object of
the same type. In other words, a copy constructor takes an argument, which is an object of the
same class.
For example:
Circle c4(7.8, "blue");
cout << "Radius=" << c4.getRadius() << " Area=" << c4.getArea()
<< " Color=" << c4.getColor() << endl;
// Construct a new object by copying an existing object
// via the so-called default copy constructor
Circle c5(c4);
cout << "Radius=" << c5.getRadius() << " Area=" << c5.getArea()
<< " Color=" << c5.getColor() << endl;

Destructor: A destructor is used to destroy the objects that have been created by a constructor. It
is a special member function whose name is same as the class and is preceded by a tilde ‘~’
symbol.
class Circle {
// class name
private:
double radius;
// Data members (variables)
string color;
public:
double getRadius(); // Member functions
double getArea();
circle (void)
{ radius =0.0; }
~ circle(void); //Destructor
}
New operator: It is used to allocate memory dynamically.
Ex.: int p*;
p= new int;
int *p;
p= new int[5];
Algorithm
1. Start
2. Display Menus for Book shop
a. Read
b. Display
c. Search & purchase book
d. Exit
3. Read User Choice
4. If choice is a then Read Information (Title, Author, Publisher, Stock, Price)
5. If choice is b then Display Book Information.
6. If choice is c then Search operation is done in the list of books based
On the title of book and name of author.
7. If Number of copies of books is available in the stock then display total cost
of books to be purchased.
8. If choice is d then exit from the program.
9. Stop

Class Diagram
Books
char title[20];
char author[20];
char publisher[20];
int stock ;
float price;
Books()
void getbookdetails();
void displaybookdetails();
int Searchbook(char ttl[],char athr[]);
int reqcopy(int no);
Mathematical Modeling
S = {s, I, O, Fo, Frf}
Let S be the solution perspective of class, s be start state, I be set of input, O be set of output, Fo
be output function, Frf be related function
I = {Book title, Author, Publisher, Price, Stock}
O = {Display of book details, Search, Requested copies available}
= {Book title, Author, Publisher, Price, Stock, Requested book’s total cost}
s = {F1, F2}
F1: Default values
F2: Get details of book
F3: Display book details
F4: Search for book
F5: Request copy
Fo = {F3, F4}
Frf = {F5}

State Diagram
Fme

F2

F1

F3

F4

F5

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for the availability of stock for requested books by the user.
Input
Enter user choice. Perform operations such as read information related to the details of books
(Book title, Author, Publisher, Price, Stock),, display details of books, search for books and
purchase information.
Output
1) Display of list of books.
2) Search for the book by Title of book and author name.
3) Display of purchase cost of books based on the availability of books in the list.
FAQS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are various kinds of constructor?
Explain concept of copy constructor?
What is purpose of new operator?
What is difference between default and parameterized constructor?
What is syntax of new operator?

Conclusion: Performed the operations of reading, displaying, searching, purchasing books &
understood the concept of using constructor.

Assignment No. 3
Title of Assignment: Develop an object oriented program in C++ to create a database of the
personnel information system containing the following information: Name, Date of Birth, Blood
group, Height, Weight, Insurance Policy, number, Contact address, telephone number, driving
license no. etc Construct the database with suitable member functions for initializing and
destroying the data viz constructor, default constructor, copy, constructor, destructor, static
member functions, friend class, this pointer, inline code and dynamic memory allocation
operators-new and delete.
Relevant Theory
Static Member Function
By declaring a member function as static, you make it independent of any particular object
of the class. A static member function can be called even if no objects of the class exist and the
static functions are accessed using only the class name and the scope resolution operator ::.
A static member function can only access static data member, other static member
functions and any other functions from outside the class.
Static member functions have a class scope and they do not have access to this pointer of
the class. You could use a static member function to determine whether some objects of the class
have been created or not.
Let us try the following example to understand the concept of static function members:
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class Box
{
public:
static int objectCount;
// Constructor definition
Box(double l=2.0, double b=2.0, double h=2.0)
{
cout <<"Constructor called." << endl;
length = l;
breadth = b;
height = h;
// Increase every time object is created
objectCount++;
}
double Volume()
{
return length * breadth * height;
}
static int getCount()
{
return objectCount;
}

private:
double length; // Length of a box
double breadth; // Breadth of a box
double height; // Height of a box
};
// Initialize static member of class Box
int Box::objectCount = 0;
int main(void)
{
// Print total number of objects before creating object.
cout << "Inital Stage Count: " << Box::getCount() << endl;
Box Box1(3.3, 1.2, 1.5); // Declare box1
Box Box2(8.5, 6.0, 2.0); // Declare box2
// Print total number of objects after creating object.
cout << "Final Stage Count: " << Box::getCount() << endl;
return 0;
}
O/P:
Initial Stage Count: 0
Constructor called.
Constructor called.
Final Stage Count: 2

1. inline function
C++ inline function is powerful concept that is commonly used with classes. If a function
is inline, the compiler places a copy of the code of that function at each point where the function
is called at compile time.
To inline a function, place the keyword inline before the function name and define the
function before any calls are made to the function. The compiler can ignore the inline qualifier in
case defined function is more than a line.
Following is an example, which makes use of inline function to return max of two numbers:
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
inline int Max(int x, int y)
{
return (x > y)? x : y;
}
// Main function for the program
int main( )
{
cout << "Max (20,10): " << Max(20,10) << endl;
cout << "Max (0,200): " << Max(0,200) << endl;
cout << "Max (100,1010): " << Max(100,1010) << endl;
return 0;

}
O/P:
Max (20,10): 20
Max (0,200): 200
Max (100,1010): 1010
2. this pointer
Every object in C++ has access to its own address through an important pointer called this
pointer. this pointer is an implicit parameter to all member functions. Therefore, inside a member
function, this may be used to refer to the invoking object.
Friend functions do not have this pointer, because friends are not members of a class.
Only member functions have this pointer.
Ex:
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class Box
{
public:
// Constructor definition
Box(double l=2.0, double b=2.0, double h=2.0)
{
cout <<"Constructor called." << endl;
length = l;
breadth = b;
height = h;
}
double Volume()
{
return length * breadth * height;
}
int compare(Box box)
{
return this->Volume() > box.Volume();
}
private:
double length; // Length of a box
double breadth; // Breadth of a box
double height; // Height of a box
};
int main(void)
{
Box Box1(3.3, 1.2, 1.5);
Box Box2(8.5, 6.0, 2.0);

// Declare box1
// Declare box2

if(Box1.compare(Box2))
{
cout << "Box2 is smaller than Box1" <<endl;
}
else
{
cout << "Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1" <<endl;
}
return 0;
}
O/P:
Constructor called.
Constructor called.
Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1
3. Friend class
A friend class in C++, can access the "private" and "protected" members of the class in which it
is declared as a friend. On declaration of friend class all member functions of the friend class
become friends of the class in which the friend class was declared. Friend status is not inherited;
every friendship has to be explicitly declared. Friend classes can help in improving Encapsulation
if used wisely.
Ex:
class Z;
class X{
class Y{
friend class Z;
};
};
Algorithm
1. Start
2. Create a class named person and data with following data members and member
functions. Data members are Name, Date of Birth, Blood Group, Height, Weight,
Insurance Policy Number, Contact Address, Telephone Number and Driving License
Number. Member functions are inputdata () and dispdata ().
3. Create static data members and static member functions in class.
4. Create a constructor and initialize above data members appropriately.
5. In inputdata(), all data member values will be entered by user.
6.

In dispdata (), display of all entered information will be done.

7. In the main function, use of copy constructor will be done. Objects will be created and
member functions will be called. Using which, personnel information will be displayed.
8. Stop.

Class Diagram
Class Person
char name[30];
char dob[10];
char bg[4];
float wt;
float ht;
char policyno[10];
char tphoneno[15];
char address[30];
char licno[10];
person()
data()
void inputdata(person *obj)
inline dispdata(person *obj)
static void recordcount()

Mathematical Modeling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function, Frf be related function

I={ F3}
O = { Database of the personnel information system }
s = {F1,F2}
F1: Default values
F2: Object Creation
Frf ={ F4 }
Fo = { F5 }
where
F3 - Get data
F4 - Record Count
F5 - Display data
State Diagram
F1

F2

Fme

F3

F4

F5

Testing
Check for proper display of entered information.

Input/ Output
Input: Accept the data for each record according to user choice.
Output: Display of personnel details specified by user.
FAQS
6. What are constructors? Explain its different types.
7. Explain static member functions.
8. Explain friend function and friend class.
9. Explain inline function and this pointer.
10. Explain memory allocation operators (new and delete).
Conclusion: Database for Personnel Information System is created successfully.

Assignment No. 4
Title of Assignment: Design a C++ Class ‘Complex’ with data members for real and imaginary
part. Provide default and parameterized constructors. Write a program to perform arithmetic
operations of two complex numbers using operator overloading (using either member functions or
friend functions).
Relevant Theory
Overloading
C++ allows specifying more than one definition for a function name or an operator in the
same scope, which is called function overloading and operator overloading respectively.
An overloaded declaration is a declaration that had been declared with the same name as a
previously declared declaration in the same scope, except that both declarations have different
arguments and different definition (implementation).When you call an overloaded function or
operator, the compiler determines the most appropriate definition to use by comparing the
argument types you used to call the function or operator with the parameter types specified in the
definitions. The process of selecting the most appropriate overloaded function or operator is
called overload resolution.
Function overloading
Multiple definitions for the same function name in the same scope can be defined using
function overloading. The definition of the function must differ from each other by the types
and/or the number of arguments in the argument list. You can not overload function declarations
that differ only by return type.
Ex:
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class printData
{
public:
void print(int i)
{
cout << "Printing int: " << i << endl;
}
void print(double f)
{
cout << "Printing float: " << f << endl;
}
void print(char* c) {
cout << "Printing character: " << c << endl;
}
};
int main(void)

{
printData pd;
// Call print to print integer

pd. print(5);
// Call print to print float
pd. print(500.263);
// Call print to print character
pd. print("Hello C++");
return 0;
}
Output
Printing int: 5
Printing float: 500.263
Printing character: Hello C++
Operator overloading
Overloaded operators are functions with special name the keyword operator followed by
the symbol for the operator being defined. Like any other function, an overloaded operator has a
return type and a parameter list.
Ex:
Box operator+(const Box&);
Declares the addition operator that can be used to add two Box objects and returns final Box
object. Most overloaded operators may be defined as ordinary non-member functions or as class
member functions. If the function is defined as non-member function of a class then two
arguments are to be passed, for each operand as Box operator+(const Box&, const Box&);
// Overload + operator to add two Box objects.
Box operator+(const Box& b)
{
Box box;
box. length = this->length + b. length;
box. breadth = this->breadth + b. breadth;
box.height = this->height + b.height;
return box;
}
Overloadable / Non- overloadable Operators
Following is the list of operators which can be overloaded:

+
&
<
<<
+=
|=
->

|
>
>>
-=
*=
->*

*
/
~
!
<=
>=
==
!=
/=
%=
<<= >>=
new new [ ]

%
,
++
&&
^=
[]
delete

^
=
-||
&=
()
delete [ ]

Following is the list of operators, which can not be overloaded:
::

.*

.

?:

Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Start
Create a class named complex with data members real and imaginary.
Create two objects of class complex.
User will select either default constructor or parameterized constructor to initalize the
complex class members.
Enter the real part and imaginary part of complexnumber1 and complexnumber2.
Display both the complex numbers entered.
Perform addition, subtraction, multiplication and division operations on the complex
numbers. While performing arithmetic operation, real part of first complex number is
to be operated with real part of second complex number and imaginary part of first
complex number is to be operated with imaginary part of second complex number by
overloading the operators +, - ,* and /.
Display the results of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Stop.

Class Diagram
Class complex
float real
float imag
void getdata()
void display()
complex()
complex(float real, float imag)
complex operator +(complex c1)
complex operator -(complex c1)
complex operator *(complex c1)

Mathematical Modelling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I={ F3}
O = { Complex No. as a result of arithmetic operations }
s={F1,F2}
F1: Default values
F2: Object Creation
Fo = { F4 }
Frf = { F5, F6, F7, F8 }
where
F3 - Get data
F4 - Display data
F5- Addition
F6 - Subtraction
F7 - Multiplication
F8 - Division

State Diagram
F1

F2

Fme

F3

F4
F5

F6

F7

F8

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for display of complex no. generated as result of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division operation.
Input
Enter the real part and imaginary part of complexnumber1 and complexnumber2.
Output
Display both the complex numbers entered.
Display the results of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division operation.
FAQs
11. Explain operator overloading?
12. What is function overloading?
13. What is operator overloading?
14. What are various overloadable operators?

Conclusion: Performed the operations of getting the data from user for two complex numbers
and performed the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division operations on the entered two
complex numbers and displayed result by using operator overloading functions.

Assignment No. 5
Title of Assignment: Write a C++ program to perform String operations
i. = Equality
ii. == String Copy
iii. + Concatenation
iv. << To display a string
v. >> To reverse a string
vi. Function to determine whether a string is a palindrome
vii. To find occurrence of a sub-string. Use Operator Overloading
Relevant Theory
C++ tries to make user-defined data types to behave in same manner as built-in types. As we can
add two integers with + operator we can also add two objects of the string class or matrix class.
This is accomplished with the mechanism of operator overloading. Thus new definition for most
of the C++ operators can be given, but original meaning is not lost. With this we can change the
semantics of an operator but not its syntax. Write a special function called operator to describe the
actual task.
Syntax of operator function:return-type classname :: operator op ( argument list ){

function body

}

Where op is the operator being overloaded preceded by keyword operator. So operator op
becomes the function name. It can be a member function or friend function.
Overloading binary operators:friend vector operator+(vector, vector) ; // friend function
vector operator+( vector ); // member function
Overloading unary operator:friend vector operator-(vector) ; // friend function
vector operator-( ); // member function
Calling overloaded operator function :Vector v1,v2, v3;

v3 = v1 + v2; // this will call operator + function automatically
-v3; // this will call operator- function automatically
Implementing operator overloading for string class:class string
{
char *p;

int len;
public : string (const char *s)
string ( const string &s);
string& operator +( const string &s, const string &t); // for s1+s2
int operator <=( const string &s, const string &t); // for s1 <= s2
// declaration for other operations
};

String& string:: operator+( const string &s1, const string & s2)
{ string temp;
temp.len = s1.len + s2.len;
temp.p = new char[temp.len+1];
strcpy( temp.p, s1.p);
strcat( temp.p, s2.p);
return temp;
}

Algorithm
10. Start
11. Display Menus for String manipulation
a. Accept string
b. Equality
c. String copy
d. Concatenation
e. Reverse
f. Palindrome
g. Substring
12. Read User Choice
13. If choice is a then user will enter string and that string will be displayed using << operator.
14. If choice is b then user will enter two strings and that strings are checked for equality
using = operator and appropriate message will be displayed.
15. If choice is c then original string will be entered by user and it is copied into other string
using == operator and displayed.
16. If choice is d then user will enter two strings and that strings are concatenated using +
operator and displayed.
17. If choice is e then user will enter original string which will be reverse using >> operator
and reversed string will be displayed.
18. If choice is f then user will enter string which will be checked for palindrome and
appropriate message will be displayed.
19. If choice is g then user will enter string and string to be searched which be checked for
substring and its occurrence count. Appropriate message will be displayed.
20. Stop.

Class Diagram
Class string
int len
char *p
string ()
string (char *str)
void getdata ()
friend ostream &operator << (ostream dout, string &s)
void operator=(string &s)
friend void operator ==(string &s1,string &s2)
friend string operator +(string &s1,string &s2)
friend void operator >> (istream &din, string &s)
void palindrome()
void substring(string &s)
Mathematical Modeling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class

s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function, Frf be related function
I = { F 3}
O = { Display of string according to user choice }
s = {F1, F2}
F1: Default values
F2: Object Creation
Frf = { F4 }
Fo ={ F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10}
where
F3 - Get input string from user
F4 - Friend function using Insertion operator
F5 - Equality
F6 - String copy
F7 - Concatenation
F8 - Reverse
F9 - Palindrome
F10- Substring
State Diagram
F1

F2

Fme

F4

F3

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

Testing
Testing Conditions
Operator overloading is used to obtain results for all operations correctly.

Input / Output
Input: Accept the one or two strings as per requirement.
Output: Resultant string after performing operation on input strings.
FAQ’s
1. Explain operator overloading in detail with an example.
2. What are strings? Explain standard string library functions.
3. Implement string copy, concatenation, reverse without using standard library functions.
Conclusion: All options stated above are tested and executed successfully

Assignment No. 6
Title of Assignment
Develop an object oriented program in C++ to create a database of the personnel information
system containing the following information: Name, Date of Birth, Blood group, Height, Weight,
Insurance Policy number, Contact address, telephone number, driving license no. etc using STL.
Relevant Theory
STL: It is a set of general purpose template classes and functions which can be used as standard
approach for storing and processing of data. The main components of STL are as follows.
1. Container
2. Algorithm
3. Iterator
Container: It is mainly used for storing the data. It is a collection of objects of different data
types. It can be implemented using template of classes.
There are 10 different types of containers supported by C++. These containers are classified into
three main categories.
1. Sequence container
2. Associative container
3. Derived container
Sequence container: These containers store the data in linear sequence.
Vector, List and Deque are the three different types of sequence containers.
Vector: It is a dynamic array. It is the most widely used container. It stores data in contiguous
memory locations. Memory is allocated as needed at runtime. It supports for random access
iterators.

Several member functions of vector are
begin() - gives reference to the first element
end() - gives reference to the last element
push-back()- adds an element at the end
pop-back()- deletes the last element
insert() – inserts an element in vector
size() – gives number of elements in the vector
Associative containers: Supports for direct access to the elements using keys. It stores data in
tree structure. There are four different types of associative containers namely set, multiset, map
and multimap.
Derived containers: They cannot be used for manipulation of data as they do not support for
iterators. It supports for pop and push functions which are used for implementing insertion and
deletion operations. Stack, queue and priority queue are the examples of derived containers.
Algorithms: STL algorithms are stand alone template functions. It provides reusability and saves
time and energy of programmers. <algorithm> header file is used to access the STL algorithms.
Algorithms are functions which can be used to access variety of containers for processing the
contents of container.

Some of the algorithm functions are
Search () - To find subsequence within a sequence.
Reverse()- reverse the order of elements
Swap()- swap the two elements
Sort()- sorts a sequence
Set-union () - produces sorted union of two ordered sets.
Max() - finds the maximum value among given two values
Iterators: Iterators are used to access the container elements.
Input() - accessed in forward direction only
Random()- random access either in forward or backward direction
Bidirectional()- It is linear and supports for both forward or backward direction

Algorithm
1. Start
2. Display Menu for
1:create
2:display
3:insert
4:sort
5:Exit
3. Read the user choice
4. If choice is for 1) Data entry for the personnel data entry namely for name, date of birth,
blood group, PID, policy number etc by the user.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

If choice is for 2) Display the details of personnel information.
If choice is 3) Insertion of new record can be made.
If choice is 4) sorting of data is made as per pid value.
If choice is 5) then exit from the program.
Start
Display Menu for
1:create
2:display
3:insert
4:sort
5:Exit
11. Read the user choice
12. If choice is for 1) Data entry for the personnel data entry namely for name, date of birth,
blood group, PID, policy number etc by the user.
13. If choice is for 2) Display the details of personnel information.
14. If choice is 3) Insertion of new record can be made.
15. If choice is 4) sorting of data is made as per pid value.
16. If choice is 5) then exit from the program.
Class diagram

Personnel
int pid;
int height, weight;
char address [30],
char tphoneno [15],
char policyno [10],
char licno [10];
char name [30];
char dob [15];
char bg [5];
ostream& operator <<
(ostream &out, const
personnel &i1);
friend istream& operator >>
(istream &in, const personnel
&i1);

Mathematical Modeling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class

s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I={ pid,name,height,weight,bg,address,telephoneno,licencenumber,policynumber }
O={pid,name,height,weight,bg,address,telephoneno,licencenumber,policynumber }
s={F1,F2}
F1:reading of personnel data
F2-> F2 for creation of personnel objects
Frf ={F3,F4}
where
F3 – insert for new record entry
F4 - Sort
F5- Print for display details of personnel data
F5: OI

State Diagram
Fme

F2
F1
F3

F4

F5

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for whether data is sorted correctly or not based on pid value.
Check for overloading of operators.
Check for display of values for the respective fields as per the format of personnel data
Input
Enter user choice to perform the specified operation related to personnel data entry and
display of personnel data report.

Get the data from user for personnel details for pid, name, height, weight, blood group,
policy no. etc.
Output
Display of personnel details report and sorted personnel details report.
FAQS
15. What is STL?
16. What are the advantages of STL?
17. Which header file is used for getting the use of algorithms?
18. What are the main components of STL?
19. What is the use of iterator in STL?
20. What are the operations used for insertion and deletion used with respect to vector
container?
Conclusion: Performed the operations of getting the data from user for personnel related data and
performed the insertion, sorting operations on the user data entered and displayed personnel
report by using overloading functions and standard template for vector.

Assignment No. 7
Title of Assignment: Write a program in C++ using function template to read two matrices of
different data types such as integers and floating point values and perform simple arithmetic
operations on these matrices separately and display it.

Relevant Theory
C++ templates provide a way to re-use source code. C++ provides two kinds of templates:
1.
2.

Class templates
Function templates

Use function templates to write generic functions that can be used with arbitrary types.
For example, one can write searching and sorting routines which can be used with any arbitrary
type. C++ Function templates are those functions which can handle different data types without
separate code for each of them. For a similar operation on several kinds of data types, a
programmer need not write different versions by overloading a function. It is enough if he writes
a C++ template based function. This will take care of all the data types.
Function templates
There are lots of occasions, where we might need to write the same functions for different data
types. Example can be addition of two variables. The variable can be integer, float or double. The
requirement will be to return the corresponding return type based on the input type. If we start

writing one function for each of the data type, then we will end up with 4 to 5 different functions,
which can be a night mare for maintenance.
C++ templates come to our rescue in such situations. When we use C++ function templates, only
one function signature needs to be created. The C++ compiler will automatically generate the
required functions for handling the individual data types.
Eg: Add function

Template <class T>
T Add(T a, T b) //C++ function template sample
{
return a+b;
}
This C++ function template definition will be enough. Now when the integer version of the
function, the compiler generates an Add function compatible for integer data type and if float is
called it generates float type and so on. Here T is the typename. This is dynamically determined
by the compiler according to the parameter passed. The keyword class means, the parameter can
be of any type. It can even be a class.

Algorithm
1. Start
2. Display Menu for
a) For matrix manipulation of integer data type.
b) For matrix manipulation of float data type.
c) Exit
3. Read the user choice
4. If choice is a) For matrix manipulation of integer data type then, accepting and displaying
of matrix along with various matrix operations as addition, subtraction, multiplication,
transpose is done.
5. If choice is b) For matrix manipulation of float data type then, accepting and displaying of
matrix along with various matrix operations as addition, subtraction, multiplication,
transpose is done.
6. If choice is c) then, exit from the program.

Class Diagram

class matrix
T mat [10] [10]
int r, c
matrix ( )
void accept (int, int)
void display ( )
void add (matrix <T>, matrix <T>)
void sub (matrix <T>, matrix <T>)
void multi (matrix <T>, matrix <T>)
void transpose (matrix <T>)
void displaym ( )

Mathematical Modeling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I={ F4}
O = { Resultant matrix after arithmetic operation of user choice }
s = {F1,F2}
F1: Default values
F2: Object Creation
Frf ={ F3 }
Fo = { F5, F6, F7, F8}
where

F3 - Display of various options
F4 - Accept two input matrix from user
F5 - Addition
F6 - Subtraction
F7 - Multiplication
F8 - Transpose
State Diagram
F1

F2

Fme

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Testing
Test Conditions
For addition and multiplication operation, condition is checked for its execution, otherwise
operation not possible message is displayed.
Input / Output
Input

Two integer or float matrix
Output

Resultant matrix after performing arithmetic operation.

FAQS
21.
22.
23.

Explain function template.
Explain class template.
Differentiate between function and class template.

Conclusion: For performing matrix operations, use of function template is done successfully.

Assignment No. 8

Title of Assignment: Design a C++ base class consisting of the data members such as name of
the student, roll number and subject. The derived class consists of the data members subject code,
internal assessment and university examination marks. Construct a virtual base class for the item
name of the student and roll number. The program should have the facilities. i) Build a master
table, ii) List a table, iii) Insert a new entry, iv) Delete old entry, v) Edit an entry, vi) Search for a
record.

Relevant Theory
What is base class?
The parent class of a derived class. Classes may be used to create other classes. A class that is
used to create (or derive) another class is called the base class.
What is derived class?
A class that was created based on a previously existing class (i.e., base class). A derived class
inherits all of the member variables and methods of the base class from which it is derived.
Virtual base classes

Suppose you have two derived classes B and C that have a common base class A, and you also
have another class D that inherits from B and C. You can declare the base class A as virtual to
ensure that B and C share the same sub object of A.
In the following example, an object of class D has two distinct sub objects of class L, one through
class B1 and another through class B2. You can use the keyword virtual in front of the base class
specifiers in the base lists of classes B1 and B2 to indicate that only one sub object of type L,
shared by class B1 and class B2, exists.

For example:

class L { /* ... */ }; // indirect base class
class B1 : virtual public L { /* ... */ };
class B2 : virtual public L { /* ... */ };
class D : public B1, public B2 { /* ... */ }; // valid

Using the keyword virtual in this example ensures that an object of class D inherits only one sub
object of class L.
A derived class can have both virtual and non virtual base classes.
When two or more objects are derived from a common base class, we can prevent multiple copies
of the base class being present in an object derived from those objects by declaring the base class
as virtual when it is being inherited. Such a base class is known as virtual base class. This can be
achieved by preceding the base class’ name with the word virtual.
Example:
class A
{
public:
int i;
};
class B : virtual public A
{
public:
int j;
};
class C: virtual public A
{
public:
int k;
};
class D: public B, public C
{

public:
int sum;
};
int main()
{
D ob;
ob.i = 10; //unambiguous since only one copy of i is inherited.
ob.j = 20;
ob.k = 30;
ob.sum = ob.i + ob.j + ob.k;
cout << “Value of i is : ”<< ob.i<<”\n”;
cout << “Value of j is : ”<< ob.j<<”\n”; cout << “Value of k is :”<< ob.k<<”\n”;
cout << “Sum is : ”<< ob.sum <<”\n”;
return 0;
}
Algorithm
1. Start
2. Display Menus for Student information
I.
Build a master table
II.
List a table
III.
Insert a new entry
IV.
Delete old entry
V. Edit an entry
VI.
Search for a record
3. Read User Choice
4. If choice is i) then Read Information
5. If choice is ii) then Display student information
6. If choice is iii) then insert new entry
7. If choice is iv) then delete old entry
8. If choice is v) then edit an entry
9. If choice is vi) then search for a record
10. Stop

Class Diagram
class student
class derived1
class derived2
class derived3
char name[15],sub[15]
int rollno
int sub_code,asses_mark
int uni_marks
derived3()
void accept()
void display()
void update()
void del(int key1)
int search(int key)

Mathematical Modelling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf }
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I={ F3}
O = {Display of student information details}
s = { F1,F2 }
F1: Default values
F2: Object Creation
Frf ={ F5}
Fo = { F4, F6, F7, F8}
where

F3 - Accepting student information details from user
F4 - Display of student information details
F5 - Insert a new entry
F6 - Delete old entry
F7 - Edit an entry
F8 - Search for a record

State Diagram
F1

F2

Fme

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for changes in values of data members in a table after deletion or modification.
Input
Enter user choice. According to choice accept student information like (Name, Roll No , Subject,
sub_code,asses_mark, uni_marks)
Output
Perform various operations:
a. Build a table

b.
c.
d.
e.

List a table
Insert new entry
Delete old entry
Edit an entry
f. Search for a record
FAQS
24. What is base class?
25. What are features of base class?
26. What is derived class?
27. What is virtual base class?
Conclusion: Performed the operations of reading, displaying, inserting, deleting, modifying,
searching student information & understood the concept of using virtual base class.

Assignment No. 9

Title of Assignment: Create a C++ class named Television that has data members to hold the
model numberand the screen size in inches, and the price. Member functions include
overloadedinsertion and extraction operators. If more than four digits are entered for the model,
ifthe screen size is smaller than 12 or greater than 70 inches, or if the price is negative orover
$5000 then throw an integer. Write a main () function that instantiates a televisionobject, allows
user to enter data and displays the data members.If an exception is caught,replace all the data
member values with zero values.

Relevant Theory
Exception Handling
One benefit of C++ over C is its exception handling system. An exception is a situation in which
a program has an unexpected circumstance that the section of code containing the problem is not
explicitly designed to handle. In C++, exception handling is useful because it makes it easy to
separate the error handling code from the code written to handle the chores of the program.
Doing so makes reading and writing the code easier.
Furthermore, exception handling in C++ propagates the exceptions up the stack; therefore, if
there are several functions called, but only one function that needs to reliably deal with errors,
the method C++ uses to handle exceptions means that it can easily handle those exceptions
without any code in the intermediate functions. One consequence is that functions don't need to
return
error
codes,
freeing
their
return
values
for
program
logic.
Example:

class DivideByZero
{
public:
double divisor;
DivideByZero(double x);
};
DivideByZero::DivideByZero(double x) : divisor(x)
{}
int divide(int x, int y)
{
if(y==0)
{
throw DivideByZero(x);
}
}
try
{
divide(12, 0);
}
catch (DivideByZero divZero)
{
cerr<<"Attempted to divide "<<divZero.divisor<<" by zero";
}
If you wish to catch more than one possible exception, you can specify separate catch
blocks for each type of exception. It's also possible to have a general exception handler that will
respond to any thrown exception. To use it, simply use catch (...) for the catch statement and
print
a
general
warning
of
some
kind.
The handy thing to remember about exception handling is that the errors can be handled outside
of the regular code. This means that it is easier to structure the program code, and it makes
dealing with errors more centralized. Finally, because the exception is passed back up the stack
of calling functions, you can handle errors at any place you choose.
In C, you might see some error handling code to free memory and close files repeated five or six
times, once for each possible error. A solution some programmers preferred was to use a goto
statement that jumped all the way to the cleanup code. Now, you can just surround your code
with a try-catch block and handle any cleanup following the catch (possibly with an additional
copy of your cleanup routine inside the catch block if you intend to throw the exception again to
alert the calling function of an error).

Algorithm
1. Start
2. User will enter details of television such as, model number,price, size in inches using
overloaded extraction operator.
3. If more than four digits are entered for the model, ifthe screen size is smaller than 12

or greater than 70 inches, or if the price is negative orover $5000 then an integer will
be thrown.
4. If an exception is caught,all the data member values will be replaced with zero values
and displayed.
5. Otherwise, entered values will be displayed using overloaded insertion operator.

Class Diagram
class tele
int model
float size
float price
friend void operator>>(istream &, tele &)
friend void operator<<(ostream &, tele &)
void initdata()

Mathematical Modelling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fobe output function
Frf be related function
I={ F2}
O = {Display of television details}
s = {F1}
F1: Object Creation
Frf ={ F3}
F o= { F 4 }
where
F2 - Entry of television details
F3 - Setting data member values to zero if exception caught

F4 - Display of television details

State Diagram

F1

Fme

F2
F3

F4

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for values of model number, screen size and price as specified in condition. If exception
caught, data member values will be replaced with zero.
Input
Television details such as, model number, screen size and price.
Output
Displays the entered television details if exception not caught. Else displays data member values
replaced with zero.
FAQs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain operator overloading?
What is Exception handling?
What does try and catch block specifies?
What are various overloadable operators?

Conclusion: Performed the operations of getting the television details from user through
operator overloading, performed the exception handling on the entered information and displayed
result by using operator overloading function.

Assignment No.10

Title of Assignment: Implement POSIX semaphore using multi-core programming.
Relevant Theory
Process synchronization
Inter Process Communication (IPC) is a set of techniques for the exchange of data among
multiple threads in one or more processes. Processes may be running on one or more computers
connected by a network. IPC techniques are divided into methods for message passing,
synchronization, shared memory, and Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
Data race condition
A data race condition occurs when two or more threads can access shared data and they try to
change it at the same time. Because the thread scheduling algorithm can swap between threads at
any time, you don't know the order in which the threads will attempt to access the shared data.
Therefore, the result of the change in data is dependent on the thread scheduling algorithm, i.e.
both threads are "racing" to access/change the data.
Problems often occur when one thread does a "check-then-act" (e.g. "check" if the value is X,
then "act" to do something that depends on the value being X) and another thread does something
to the value in between the "check" and the "act".
Eg:
if (x == 5) // The "Check"
{
y = x * 2; // The "Act"
// If another thread changed x in between "if (x == 5)" and "y = x * 2" above, // y will not be
equal to 10.
}
The point being, y could be 10, or it could be anything, depending on whether another thread
changed x in between the check and act.
In order to prevent race conditions from occurring, you would typically put a lock around the
shared data to ensure only one thread can access the data at a time. This would mean something
like this:
// Obtain lock for x
if (x == 5)
{
y = x * 2; // Now, nothing can change x until the lock is released.
// Therefore y = 10
}
// release lock for x
Synchronization
Synchronization is required when one process or thread must wait for another to complete some
operation before proceeding. For example, one process (called a writer) may be writing data to a

certain main memory area, while another process (a reader) may be reading data from that area
and sending it to the printer. The reader and writer must be synchronized so that the writer does
not overwrite.

Synchronization mechanisms
Synchronization mechanisms are used to avoid data race conditions and deadlocks. One of the
technique for synchronization is semaphore.
Semaphore is a variable which can be accessed by special type of operations.
There are 2 types of semaphores:
Binary semaphores
Counting semaphores
Binary semaphores have 2 methods associated with it. (up, down / lock, unlock)
Binary semaphores can take only 2 values (0/1). They are used to acquire locks. When a resource
is available, the process in charge set the semaphore to 1 else 0.
Counting Semaphore may have value to be greater than one, typically used to allocate resources
from a pool of identical resources.

POSIX semaphores
The POSIX semaphore API works with POSIX threads but is not part of threads standard. All
POSIX semaphore functions and types are prototyped or defined in semaphore.h. To define a
semaphore object, use
sem_t sem_name;
To initialize a semaphore, use sem_init():
int sem_init(sem_t *sem, int pshared, unsigned int value);

sem points to a semaphore object to initialize

pshared is a flag indicating whether or not the semaphore should be shared with
fork() processes. LinuxThreads does not currently support shared semaphores

value is an initial value to set the semaphore to
Example of use:
sem_init(&sem_name, 0, 10);
To wait on a semaphore, use sem_wait:
int sem_wait(sem_t *sem);
Example of use:
sem_wait(&sem_name);

If the value of the semaphore is negative, the calling process blocks; one of the
blocked processes wakes up when another process calls sem_post.
To increment the value of a semaphore, use sem_post:
int sem_post(sem_t *sem);
Example of use:
sem_post(&sem_name);

It increments the value of the semaphore and wakes up a blocked process waiting

on the semaphore, if any.
To find out the value of a semaphore, use
int sem_getvalue(sem_t *sem, int *valp);

gets the current value of sem and places it in the location pointed to by valp
Example of use:
int value;
sem_getvalue(&sem_name, &value);
printf("The value of the semaphors is %d\n", value);
To destroy a semaphore, use
int sem_destroy(sem_t *sem);

destroys the semaphore; no threads should be waiting on the semaphore if its
destruction is to succeed.
Example of use:
sem_destroy(&sem_name);

Algorithm
1. Initialize the semaphore named mutex.
2. Create the four threads for updating the shared data.
3. Counting task function is used for updation of shared data.
4. For exclusive excess of shared data sem_wait systemcall is used.
5. Once the updation of shared data is over sem_post system call is used to intimate update
work of semaphore is over.
6. Any thread which wants to access the shared data will call compute task and update the
shared data.
7. sem_destroy system call is used to release the resources allocated.

Mathematical Modelling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf }
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fobe output function
Frfbe related function
I={ F2}
O = {Updated shared data }
s = {F1}
F1: Semaphore initialization

F2: Thread Creation
Frf ={ F3, F5,F6}
Fo= {F4}
where
F3-sem_wait()
F4-Counting task
F5- sem_post()
F6 – sem_destroy()

State Diagram
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for whether counter value is incremented by each thread.

Input
Number of threads to be created.
Output
Updated value of counter is displayed.

FAQS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is interprocess communication?
What is synchronization?
What is semaphore?
What is deadlock?
What is POSIX semaphore?

Conclusion: POSIX Semaphore is implemented successfully using multi core programming.

Assignment No. 11

Title of Assignment: Write a concurrent program for matrix multiplication

Relevant Theory
Pthreads is a standardized model for dividing a program into subtasks whose execution can be
interleaved or run in parallel. The "P" in Pthreads comes from POSIX (Portable Operating System
Interface. Threads are a means to identify and utilize potential parallelism in a program. You can
use them in your program design both to enhance its performance and to efficiently structure
programs that do more than one thing at a time.
Creation of thread:
Create a new thread by calling the pthread_create Pthreads function and provide the following
arguments. A pointer to a buffer to which pthread_create returns a value that identifies the newly
created thread. This value, or handle, is of type pthread_t. You can use it in all subsequent calls to
refer to this specific thread. A pointer to a structure known as a thread attribute object. A thread
attribute object specifies various characteristics for the new thread. In the example program, we
pass a value of NULL for this argument, indicating that we accept the default characteristics for
the new thread. A pointer to the routine at which the new thread will start executing. A pointer to
a parameter to be passed to the routine at which the new thread starts. Like most Pthreads
functions, pthread_create returns a value that indicates whether it has succeeded or failed. A zero
value represents success, and a nonzero value indicates and identifies an error.
Pthreads concurrent programming environment maintains no such special relationship between
threads. We may call the thread that creates another thread the creator thread and the thread it
creates the spawned thread. Creator threads and spawned threads have exactly the same properties
in the eyes of the Pthreads. The only thread that has slightly different properties than any other is
the first thread in the process, which is known as the main thread. Use concurrent programming
in a general sense to refer to environments in which the tasks we define can occur in any order.
One task can occur before or after another, and some or all tasks can be performed at the same
time. We'll use parallel programming to specifically refer to the simultaneous execution of
concurrent tasks on different processors. Thus, all parallel programming is concurrent, but not all
concurrent programming is parallel. The Pthreads standard specifies concurrency; it allows
parallelism to be at the option of system implementors. You can do is define those tasks, or
threads, that can occur concurrently. Whether the threads actually run in parallel is a function of
the operating system and hardware on which they run.

Joining and Detaching Threads
There are following two routines which we can use to join or detach threads:
pthread_join (threadid, status)
pthread_detach (threadid)
The pthread_join() subroutine blocks the calling thread until the specified threadid thread
terminates. When a thread is created, one of its attributes defines whether it is joinable or
detached. Only threads that are created as joinable can be joined. If a thread is created as
detached, it can never be joined.
Algorithm
1. Start
2. Define the value of number of threads to be created.
3. Read the values of elements of first matrix.
4. Read the values of elements of second matrix.
5. Threads are created using pthread_create ( ).
6. Threads will perform task of multiplication.
7. Threads are joined using pthread_join ( ) for waiting for other threads to complete the
task.
8. Display the values of elements of first matrix, second matrix and multiplication martix
i.e. result matrix.

Mathematical Modelling
S={s, I,O, Fo, Frf}
Where S be solution perspective of class
s be start state
I be the set of inputs
O be the set of outputs
Fo be output function
Frf be related function
I = { no. Of threads,F1}
O = {Task completed by threads }
Frf ={ F3,F4,F5 }
Fo = { F6 }
where
F1 – mat_read
F3 – creation of thread1
F4 - creation of thread 2
F5- Multiply()

F6 – Display of matrix

State Diagram

F1

F3

F4

F5

F6

Testing
Test Conditions
Check for whether the number of threads to be created is equal to 2
Input
Enter the element values of two matrices mat1 and mat2.
Output
Result of multiplication matrix after the multiplication operation of mat1 and mat2 is displayed
FAQs
1. What is pthread?
2. Which function is used to create a thread?
3. Which library is used to support thread functions?
Conclusion: Product of two matrices is performed by using threads and result is displayed .

